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Joint altimetric and in-situ data assimilation using the GRACE 

mean dynamic topography: a 1993–1998 hindcast experiment in 

the Tropical Pacific Ocean

Frédéric Castruccio, Jacques Verron, Lionel Gourdeau, Jean-Michael Brankart, Pierre Brasseur

Abstract The altimetric satellite signal is the sum of

the geoid and the dynamic topography, but only the

latter is relevant to oceanographic applications. Poor

knowledge of the geoid has prevented oceanographers

from fully exploiting altimetric measurements through

its absolute component, and applications have concen-

trated on ocean variability through analyses of sea level

anomalies. Recent geodetic missions like CHAMP,

GRACE and the forthcoming GOCE are changing

this perspective. In this study, data assimilation is used

to reconstruct the Tropical Pacific Ocean circulation

during the 1993–1996 period. Multivariate observa-

tions are assimilated into a primitive equation ocean

model (OPA) using a reduced order Kalman filter

(the Singular Evolutive Extended Kalman filter). A

6-year (1993–1998) hindcast experiment is analyzed

and validated by comparison with observations. In this

experiment, the new capability offered by an observed

absolute dynamic topography (built using the GRACE

geoid to reference the altimetric data) is used to as-

similate, in an efficient way, the in-situ temperature

profiles from the TAO/TRITON moorings together

with the T/P and ERS1&2 altimetric signal. GRACE
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data improves compatibility between both observation

data sets. The difficulties encountered in this regard in

previous studies such as Parent et al. (J Mar Syst 40–41:

381–401, 2003) are now circumvented. This improve-

ment helps provide more efficient data assimilation, as

evidenced, by assessing the results against independent

data. This leads in particular to significantly more real-

istic currents and vertical thermal structures.
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1 Introduction

For the past 15 years, altimetric satellites have provided

high-precision, high-resolution, and quasisynoptic ob-

servations of sea surface height (SSH), representing

the height of the sea level above a reference ellipsoid

(Fig. 1). This SSH has two components: (1) the dynamic

topography (DT), which represents the signature of the

ocean circulation, and (2) the geoid, which reflects the

earth’s field of gravity. Poor knowledge of the geoid

has prevented, and still prevents, oceanographers from

fully exploiting the altimetric signal (Nerem et al. 1994).

Only the temporal mean of the SSH, the mean sea

surface (MSSH), is known with precision (Hernandez

et al. 2001). It corresponds to the sum of the geoid

and of the mean dynamic topography (MDT), which

reflects the mean circulation of the oceans. It is this

MSSH that is taken from the SSH, thereby providing

access to the variable part of the ocean signal, that is

the sea level anomaly (SLA), which is known with a

centimetric precision.
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Fig. 1 Altimetric
measurement principle

Since the launch of the first altimetric satellites, alti-

metric residuals have been widely used by the ocean-

ographic community to better understand the ocean

system, as well as its variability at different spa-

tial and temporal scales (e.g., Fu and Cazenave

2001). However, almost 15 years after the launch of

TOPEX/POSEIDON, the deduction of DT from alti-

metric measurements is still a challenge. To reconstruct

this absolute dynamic topography from the sea level

anomalies, a precise estimate of the MDT is required

and, therefore, a precise knowledge of the geoid. The

lack of such a good mean dynamic topography is a re-

current problem for the assimilation of altimetric data

and the validity of numerical simulations (Blayo et al.

1994, 1997; Birol et al. 2004). Several methods have

been developed to estimate the ocean MDT indepen-

dently of the knowledge of the small-scale features of

the geoid (e.g. Mercier 1986; Levitus et al. 1994; Levitus

and Boyer 1994; Le Grand et al. 1998, 2003; Niiler

et al. 2003; Rio and Hernandez 2004; Maximenko and

Niiler 2005). However, none of the solutions has been

fully satisfactory, and significant errors remain on the

reference MDT (Rio et al. 2006). The definition of such

a reference mean sea level also appears to be a crucial

issue when dealing with assimilation of multiple source

data. For example, Parent et al. (2003) (hereafter P03),

concluded that the joint assimilation of altimetric and

in-situ data exhibited poor results in their study because

of the differences in the reference mean state between

the two types of data.

The CHAMP mission launched in July 2000 was the

first of a series of geodesic missions whose primary goal

is to obtain precise knowledge of the terrestrial geoid.

It was followed by the GRACE mission, launched in

2002. The upcoming GOCE mission should provide

us with access to the small-scale features of the geoid

that are needed to calculate a realistic mean dynamic

topography, consistent with the SLA. Centimetric pre-

cision for a spatial resolution of 100-km is expected.

The GRACE and GOCE missions are complementary:

GRACE is dedicated to long and medium wavelengths

and to temporal variations of the geoid, while GOCE

will provide higher resolutions. The substantial im-

provements in our knowledge of the terrestrial geoid

resulting from the CHAMP mission and even more

from the GRACE mission mean that today it is possible

to consider purely satellite absolute altimetric signal

for oceanographic applications (Gourdeau et al. 2003)

and especially to assimilate data into realistic ocean

models. This latter point is the subject of the present

work.

This paper follows a series of earlier studies (Verron

et al. 1999; Gourdeau et al. 2000; Durand et al. 2003;

P03; Castruccio et al. 2006) on controlling the circu-

lation in the Tropical Pacific region by data assimila-

tion method based on the Singular Evolutive Extended

Kalman (SEEK) filter proposed by Pham et al. (1998b).

These studies demonstrated that the SEEK filter pro-

vides an effective control of annual and interannual

variability in this region. They also highlight the limit
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of using a simple model MDT for referencing the SLA

data. The preliminary work by Castruccio et al. (2006)

shows that the use of an observed MDT instead of

a model MDT allows one to make the most of the

complementarity of satellite and in situ observations

when assimilated together.

The aim of this work is to reconstruct, via data assim-

ilation, the Tropical Pacific Ocean circulation during

the 1993–1998 period by exploiting the complementar-

ity between absolute altimetric data, referenced to the

GRACE geoid, and in-situ data. The investigation is

conducted in the region of the Tropical Pacific where

a set of easily accessed and quasisynoptic in situ data

(from the TAO/TRITON moorings) is available for the

entire study period.

A 6-year hindcast experiment over the 1993–1998

period has been implemented and conducted. The

TOPEX/POSEIDON and ERS1&2 along-track SLA

are referenced with the purely satellite-based mean

dynamic topography deduced from GRACE gravimet-

ric data. The assimilated dynamic topography thus ex-

hibits a different temporal mean from the dynamic

topography simulated by the free run model, which

suggests a specific parameterization of the assimilation

system. The SSH reconstructed in this way are assim-

ilated every 5 days jointly with the daily temperature

profiles collected by the TAO/TRITON moorings, in

a primitive equation ocean global circulation model

(OGCM). The assimilation system used is based on the

SEEK filter. The objective of this paper is to present

the implementation of this experiment and to describe

the first global oceanic results over the period, which

includes the strong El Niño/La Niña event of 1997–

1998. It is worth noting that this 1997–1998 El Niño/La

Niña event is especially challenging for assimilation

techniques.

The paper is constructed as follows: Model, assim-

ilation method, and assimilated data are described in

Section 2. Section 3 focuses on the issues of the mean

reference level for assimilation of the altimetric data.

The results of the 6-year hindcast experiment with joint

assimilation of altimetric and in-situ data are presented

in Section 4. Section 5 discusses and provides a sum-

mary of the results.

2 Assimilation experiment

2.1 Model

Assimilation experiments were performed using the

OPA (ocean parallelize) OGCM originally developed

at LOCEAN (http://www.lodyc.jussieu.fr/NEMO). The

configuration used is the so-called ORCA2 global free-

surface version (Roulet and Madec 2000). ORCA2 is

a low-resolution configuration using a 2
◦
× 2

◦ ORCA-

type grid with a variable meridional resolution varying

from 0.5◦ at the equator to 2
◦ poleward of 20

◦ latitude

to better resolve the equatorial dynamics.

The model uses a turbulent kinetic energy closure

model to parameterize the vertical mixing of momen-

tum and tracer (Blanke and Delecluse 1993). The lat-

eral mixing for active tracer (temperature and salinity)

is parameterized along isopycnal surfaces.

The model is forced at the surface boundary with

heat, freshwater, and momentum fluxes. In tropical

oceans, the ocean dynamics is critically governed by

wind stresses (Grima et al. 1999). This is why it is

of primary importance to have adequate wind stress

fields to force ocean models. In this study, the ERS

scatterometer wind stresses are used and are comple-

mented by TAO/TRITON derived stresses (Menkes

et al. 1998). These wind stresses tend to produce more

realistic thermocline and zonal currents. The heat and

fresh water fluxes are computed on-line through bulk

formulae during model integration and depend on

prognostic sea surface temperature (SST) and NCEP

atmospheric interannual data provided by NOAA. The

observed monthly mean precipitation field from Xie

and Arkin (1996) is used instead of NCEP rainfall. No

local feedback term is added to account for the coupling

between the surface ocean heat flux and the SST, as it is

computed on-line. However, a restoring term is applied

on sea surface salinity to avoid unrealistic drift due to

our poor knowledge of fresh water fluxes.

This model has been used extensively for various

Tropical Pacific studies and has been validated accord-

ingly (e.g., Grima et al. 1999; Lengaigne et al. 2002,

2003; Alory et al. 2005; de Boyer Montégut et al. 2007).

Starting from rest with the Levitus temperature and

salinity data (Levitus et al. 1998), the model is spun up

over 2 years using a climatological forcing calculated

from the 1993–1998 interannual forcing fields. To limit

drift in the mean thermohaline structure, a Newtonian

damping term is added in the temperature and salinity

equations during spin up. Then, an internannual simu-

lation for the period 1993–1998 is conducted.

2.2 Assimilation method

SEEK filter The assimilation method used in this

study is derived from the SEEK filter (Pham et al.

1998a, b). This sequential method has already been

described and used in various types of studies (e.g.,

Verron et al. 1999; Gourdeau et al. 2000; P03; Durand

et al. 2003; Brankart et al. 2003; Birol et al. 2004).
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A recent review of the development of the SEEK

filter method for data assimilation (hereafter DA) in

oceanography can be found in Brasseur and Verron

(2006). With regard to the specific region of the Trop-

ical Pacific Ocean, the SEEK filter has been validated

within the framework of a twin experiment by Verron

et al. (1999). It has also been applied with some success

to real situations (e.g., Gourdeau et al. 2000; P03). The

main aim of using such an approach is to reduce the

enormous computing requirements to an acceptable

level. This is achieved essentially by approximating the

error covariance matrix by a singular low-rank matrix.

This not only reduces implementation costs but may

also improve filter stability, as corrections are only

applied along the main directions of error in the system

(Pham et al. 1998b). In the original version, the error

basis is allowed to evolve over time according to non-

linear model dynamics, which constitutes the most orig-

inal feature of the SEEK filter. Following Pham et al.

(1998b), a convenient, but not unique, method for ini-

tializing the error covariance matrix is to use a limited

number r of three-dimensional, multivariate empirical

orthogonal functions (EOFs) describing the dominant

modes of free-model variability (r ≪ n, where n is the

dimension of the state vector). In this case, the initial

covariance matrix can be represented as:

P = N�NT
= N�1/2

�
1/2NT

= SST (1)

where the columns of N are formed by the r orthonor-

malized eigenvectors of P and � is a diagonal matrix

formed with the corresponding eigenvalues.

The analysis state xa
i at time ti is computed from the

forecast state x
f
i , the set of observations yi, and the cor-

responding variables Hix
f
i , where Hi is the observation

operator at time ti, by

xa
i = x

f
i + Ki

[

yi − Hix
f
i

]

(2)

The optimal state xa
i is obtained by correcting the

forecast x
f
i with a weighted measure of the misfit be-

tween the observations and the prior estimate (i.e., the

innovation yi − Hix
f
i ). The weight matrix Ki

Ki = P
f
i HT

i

(

HiP
f
i HT

i + Ri

)−1
(3)

is the so-called Kalman gain, which involves the fore-

cast P
f
i and observation Ri error covariance matrices.

It can be rewritten as:

Ki = Si

[

I + (HiSi)
TR−1

i (HiSi)
]−1

(HiSi)
TR−1

i (4)

The Kalman gain can be interpreted as the ratio

between the error variance of the forecast and the total

error variance (the sum of the forecast error variance

and the observation error variance) projected in the ob-

servation space: the larger the forecast errors, the larger

the correction to the forecast. The analysis step can be

seen as a correction to the forecast step made from a

combination of the EOFs with a weight proportional to

the projection of the innovation vector.

As stated earlier, the reduced basis is normally

allowed to evolve over time according to model dynam-

ics. The time evolution of the basis seems to be par-

ticularly beneficial in midlatitudes where the physics is

strongly nonlinear (Brasseur et al. 1999). In the tropical

oceans, such additional features were actually found to

have no significant impact. The improvements in results

were not worthwhile with regard to the increase of

the numerical cost (Verron et al. 1999). In the present

implementation, the error subspace basis is therefore

assumed to be temporally persistent, as in work by

Gourdeau et al. (2000) and P03.

We also make use of the local variant of the SEEK

filter described in Brankart et al. (2003) and Testut

et al. (2003). The weak correlations associated with

distant variables, which are considered as irrelevant in

the reduced space, are set to zero. The analysis for

each water column will therefore only depend on the

observations within a specific influence bubble. A box

of 15 by 9 grid points, respectively, in longitude and

latitude is used to take into account the anisotropic

nature of Tropical Pacific dynamics.

Continuous data assimilation In addition to the reg-

ular SEEK filter procedure, an incremental scheme

was implemented. Indeed, a significant drawback of

sequential methods is the time discontinuity of the

solution resulting from intermittent corrections of the

model state. This discontinuity can lead to spuri-

ous high-frequency oscillations and data rejection. To

tackle these problems, Bloom et al. (1996) have pro-

posed an algorithm called incremental analysis update

(IAU) that acts like a continuous DA method. The

principle is to incorporate the sequential analysis incre-

ment δx = Va
− V f directly in prognostic equations of

the model as an additional forcing term:

∂V

∂t
= M + γ (t)

(

Va
− V f

)

(5)

where M are the right-hand-side members of the prog-

nostic equation of the state variable V and γ is a

parameter such that:

�t

0

γ (t)dt = 1 (6)

�t being the duration of the assimilation cycle.
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An extensive description of the IAU algorithm used

in this study can be found in Ourmières et al. (2006).

The only difference with the scheme described in this

paper is that, here, the IAU increment is applied on

the four prognostic variables of the model, i.e., temper-

ature, salinity, meridional, and zonal velocity.

Parameterization of the error covariances The assim-

ilation sequence must be initialized with some initial

guesses for the state x0 and the associated error co-

variance matrix P0. The initialization of P critically

determines the functioning of the first assimilation

stages through the process of error dynamics, ini-

tially (Ballabrera-Poy et al. 2001) and all along the

process for a “fixed” SEEK filter. Initializing the error

covariance matrix by using a limited number of three-

dimensional, multivariate EOFs describing the dom-

inant modes of free-model variability has frequently

been used to initialize Kalman filters in the Tropical

Pacific Ocean (e.g. Cane et al. 1996; Verron et al.

1999; Gourdeau et al. 2000). One of the underlying

hypothesis is that the model variability is representative

of the true ocean variability and that the error statistics

can be estimated from the ocean model variability.

With an absolute altimetric signal, the type of er-

ror one tries to correct is not simply a rephasing of

the initial condition or the control of the variability

signal. Assimilation of an absolute altimetry also im-

plies control of the mean model state. This leads us

to develop a specific protocol to parameterize the re-

duced order forecast error covariance matrix Pf of the

SEEK filter. Instead of using EOFs of model vari-

ability to parameterize Pf , we then decided to use an

ensemble procedure to identify an adequate reduced

space for Pf . To do this, we first assume that a free

model (without assimilation) simulation with a strong

relaxation towards climatological fields provides a good

approximation of the mean true ocean. In this reference

simulation, model temperature and salinity are nudged

towards the monthly Levitus climatology (using a 1-day

time scale), and surface model velocity is nudged to-

wards the surface geostrophic velocity deduced from

GRACE MDT. Then, by using this reference run to

reinitialize the free run every 5 days over 1 year, an

ensemble of differences between this reference sim-

ulation and the free model 5-day forecasts without

nudging is generated. This ensemble of 73 members

represents the 5-day forecast error between the model

and the reference trajectory. The covariance of this

ensemble is then expected to be a good estimator of

the 5-day model error covariance, which turns out to be

adequate to parameterize the SEEK filter. The rank of

this error covariance matrix is further reduced using a

limited number (30) of three-dimensional, multivariate

empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) describing the

dominant modes of the ensemble covariance.

With regard to the parameterization of observation

errors covariance matrix R, a diagonal matrix is used

with standard deviations of 5 cm and 0.4◦C, respec-

tively, for altimetry and temperature data. In the con-

text of such a reduced order analysis, R is the sum

of three different contributions: (1) the measurement

error, (2) the representativity error (which is the frac-

tion of the true signal that is not representable by the

model), and (3) the truncation error (which is the frac-

tion of the background error that is not included in the

analysis reduced space). Providing a realistic estimation

of R is thus a difficult task, and no standard method is

available in the literature. The values used here are just

an estimation of the three components constituting the

observation errors covariance matrix R.

2.3 Data sets for assimilation

Altimetric data The assimilated altimetric observa-

tions consist of along-track sea surface topography, ob-

tained as the sum of along-track TOPEX/POSEIDON

and/or ERS altimeter SLA, and the mean dynamic

topography (see next section). The assimilation win-

dow is 5 days. Each analysis is computed using all the

available data gathered within a 5-day interval (2.5 days

before and after the analysis time). The accuracy of the

SLA can be estimated at around 3 cm RMS.

TAO/TRITON data The TOGA-TAO/TRITON ob-

servation system was designed to provide continuous,

high-quality measurements in the equatorial Pacific

waveguide to improve the description, understanding,

and prediction of El Niño (McPhaden et al. 1998).

The full array consists of approximately 70 moorings

in the Tropical Pacific ocean, located between 8◦N–

8◦S and 137◦E–95◦W, and at depths ranging from 0 to

500 m. They provide, among other things, high-quality

measurements of temperature profiles (the accuracy of

the data is estimated at 0.1◦C). The 1-day averaged data

available on the TAO/TRITON web site were used to

assimilate the model. As for the altimetry, each analysis

was computed using all the available data gathered

within a 5-day interval (2.5 days before and after the

analysis time).

In addition, acoustic Doppler current profiler

(ADCP) vertical profiles of zonal currents were mea-

sured at six specific moorings of the TAO/TRITON

array. These moorings are located along the equator at

147◦E, 156◦E, 165◦E, 170◦W, 140◦W, and 110◦W. The

accuracy of these data is estimated at 5 cm s−1. These
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TAO/TRITON moorings provide high-quality and

high-frequency independent information for validating

the assimilation results at specific mooring locations.

3 An observed MDT from GRACE gravimetric data

The most direct and simple method for obtaining the

ocean’s DT is to compute the difference between the

SSH measured from satellite altimetry and a geoid esti-

mate (Fig. 1). However, as already mentioned, the DT

is contaminated by large geoid errors. This is especially

true for higher harmonics of the order of 20 and more.

Alternatively, the temporal mean of the SSH signal, the

MSSH, is known with a high level of precision (thanks

to the repetitiveness of altimetric missions), and the

variable part of the dynamic topography, SLA, can be

accurately deduced. The DT can then be deduced by

adding the SLA to an estimate of the MDT computed

as MDT = MSSH − geoid. However, an accurate esti-

mation of the geoid is still required to evaluate an ob-

served MDT with a sufficient accuracy for combination

with the SLA.

In the context of DA, the poor MDT accuracy is

usually overcome either by using a numerical model

(the model MDT is assumed to be perfect and used

as a reference for altimetric residuals) or synthetic

solutions based on other data sources (in-situ in gen-

eral) after sophisticated treatment as mentioned in

Section 1. No solution has been found to be adequate.

On the one hand, OGCM are subjected to systematic

errors resulting from errors in model physics, numer-

ics, inaccurately specified initial conditions, and errors

in surface forcing. Those errors result in time-mean

circulation discrepancies and then in MDT biases. If

an increase of model resolution is able to limit those

discrepancies (Smith et al. 2000), typical errors on ac-

tual model MDTs (see Barnier et al. 2006) are not

compatible with the accuracy required to reference

the SLA signal. One the other hand, synthetic solu-

tions (e.g., Mercier 1986; Levitus et al. 1994; Levitus

and Boyer 1994; Le Grand et al. 1998; Niiler et al.

2003) are not straightforward to build and often suffer

from a lack of resolution. They are based on a set

of assumptions that are, in several respects, not suffi-

ciently accurate for our purposes (geostrophic balance,

reference level of no motion...). Sometimes, they are

based on long-range climatological data (e.g., Levitus

et al. 1994; Levitus and Boyer 1994; Le Grand et al.

1998) and suffer from an excessive smoothing for rel-

atively short-term applications. Generally, they also

include a significant bias on the reference level that

is a critical issue for current and future operational

systems. During the last year, the lack of a satisfying

MDT to be used to reference altimetric anomalies lead

to the development of a number of approaches that

blend long-wavelength geodetic data with local oceano-

graphic data to improve upon the purely geodetic MDT

at short wavelengths (e.g., Le Grand et al. 2003; Rio

and Hernandez 2004; Maximenko and Niiler 2005).

Those products are interesting and provide us with fine-

resolution MDTs. However, the small-scale features of

such products still rely on relatively sparse in situ data.

Moreover, strong hypotheses are required to infer the

MDT from in situ observations. In situ measurements

of the total ocean dynamic topography or its corre-

sponding geostrophic circulation are needed, as well

as simultaneous altimetric anomalies. It is our concern

here to use an absolute altimetric signal deduced solely

from geodedic observations and free of any additional

assumptions.

Over the past three decades, tracking data from

certain satellite constellations have been used to study

the Earth’s gravity field, leading to substantial improve-

ment in our knowledge of the geoid (Nerem et al.

1995). While these conventional methods have pro-

vided accurate information, especially at long wave-

lengths (Lemoine et al. 1998; Biancale et al. 2000), they

are not sufficiently accurate to provide the short wave-

lengths of the geoid required to evaluate a relevant

MDT. This limitation is due to the attenuation of the

gravitational signal, the sparse tracking data coverage,

and difficulties in modelling the nongravitational forces

(Biancale et al. 2000). CHAMP, GRACE, and GOCE

are changing this perspective because they have been

specifically devised to provide a more accurate geoid.

This now offers a reliable alternative to other previous

solutions, especially with the recent GRACE products.

3.1 GRACE gravimetric data

The geoid used in this study is the EIGEN-GRACE02S

geoid from the GFZ in Potsdam (Reigber et al. 2005).

This is a medium-wavelength gravity field model based

on 110 days of GRACE tracking data. The solution has

been derived solely from satellite orbit perturbations

and is independent of oceanic and continental sur-

face gravity data. This model, represented by a spher-

ical harmonic expansion, is complete to degree 150.

EIGEN-GRACE02S resolves the large-scale features

of the geoid with a great precision reaching an accuracy

better than 1 mm for 1,000 km half-wavelength. More-

over, EIGEN-GRACE02S represents a substantial im-

provement regarding the medium-wavelength features

of the Earth’s gravity field because it resolves the geoid

with 1 cm accuracy down to 275 km half-wavelength,
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a gain in spatial resolution from 1,000 to 275 km com-

pared with pre-CHAMP gravity models and from 400

to 275 km compared with the last CHAMP-only model.

3.2 The GRACE MDT and the MDT systematic errors

The so-called GRACE MDT used in this study was

computed by the direct method, i.e., by subtracting

the EIGEN-GRACE02S geoid from a MSSH estimate.

The MSSH used here corresponds to a 7-year mean

(1993–1999) based on processed TOPEX/POSEIDON,

ERS1&2, and GEOSAT altimetric satellite data [SMO

CLS01, Hernandez et al. (2001)]. To deal with the issue

of the noncompatibility of the spectral contents of both

surfaces, the difference was developed into spherical

harmonics and then truncated to degree 60 (i.e., a

resolution of 333 km). This spectral approach is known

to retain more oceanographic signal than its pointwise

equivalent (Bingham et al. 2008). The formal cumu-

lated error of the mean dynamic topography reaches

4 cm at degree 60.

In any estimation problem combining information

from different sources, one has always to assume that

one of the information source is unbiased (this is inde-

pendent of the method that is used). That information

source is needed to serve as a reference to estimate the

bias in the other sources of information (if assumed

to exist). In the estimation problem described in this

paper, the only possible choice is to assume that the

observed MDT is unbiased because the other sources of

information (initial condition, model dynamics, TAO

arrays) could not serve as references to diagnose a bias

in the MDT. In practice, in the assimilation system

that we use, the model, and initial condition are also

assumed unbiased, and we do not observe very signifi-

cant systematic differences between model forecast and

altimetric observations, but the fact remains that the

model and initial condition cannot be used to correct

a bias in the MDT. A better possibility would be to try

using the TAO profiles to unbias the MDT, but their

spatial coverage is too sparse for this to be tempted,

also because the bias on the MDT is likely to be mainly

a small-scale bias. Hence, in our experiments, any bias

in the observed MDT contaminates the results, without

any possibility of detecting it, until a better source of

information is available. A consequence of this bias will

be analyzed at the end of Section 4.

3.3 Assessment in the tropical pacific

We found it useful to perform a first assessment

of the GRACE Tropical Pacific MDT by reference

to dynamic heights computed from in-situ observa-

tions. The 70 TAO/TRITON moorings provide in situ

using the GRACE MDT using a climatological MDT

Fig. 2 Mean state difference (top) and RMS difference (bottom)
in centimeters for the 1993–2001 period between the 0/500 dbar
TAO/TRITON dynamic height and the TOPEX/POSEIDON

sea level using as reference the GRACE MDT (left) or the
Levitus climatological MDT (right). Locations of TAO/TRITON
moorings are shown by crosses
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observations of the 0/500 dbar dynamic height in the

tropical wave guide with a global, large-scale coverage.

The TAO/TRITON dynamic heights are computed us-

ing the in-situ TAO/TRITON temperature profiles and

an estimation of the salinity along the upper water

column down to 500 dbar from a local T-S relation com-

puted from climatological data. The dynamic height

calculation validity is then limited by the extent of

the reference level chosen and by use of a statistical

estimation of salinity, which results in an overall error

of about 2–3 cm for the entire TAO/TRITON array. To

get an absolute sea level, the TOPEX/POSEIDON sea

level anomalies were added both to the GRACE MDT

and to a climatological MDT estimated from the mean

dynamic height field referenced to 1,500 dbar deduced

from the Levitus climatology. Sea levels were mapped

onto a 1
◦
× 1

◦ grid and sampled every 5 days over the

1993–2001 period so that they could be compared with

the TAO/TRITON dynamic heights.

The mean state difference (Fig. 2) between the sea

level and the TAO/TRITON dynamic height is 2.4 cm

when the Levitus MDT is considered and 1.95 cm when

the GRACE MDT is considered. The GRACE MDT

and the climatology MDT differ mainly in the east-

ern side of the basin and in the central South Pacific.

The RMS difference (Fig. 2), which incorporates the

difference in terms of means and variability, is 4.6 cm

when the Levitus MDT is considered and 4.3 cm when

the GRACE MDT is considered. Most of these dif-

ferences are concentrated in the northern hemisphere

in a strong shear area between the South Equator-

ial Current (SEC) and the North Equatorial Counter

Current (NECC). The dynamic topography referenced

with GRACE MDT fits the real Tropical Pacific Ocean

level reasonably well and represents a clear improve-

ment with regard to climatology and, more particu-

larly, to earlier results using CHAMP gravimetric data

(Gourdeau et al. 2003).

3.4 Complementarity of altimetric and in situ data

The use of an observed and realistic MDT, instead of

the MDT simulated by the free model, provides greater

compatibility between altimetric observations and in

situ observations like the TAO/TRITON temperature

profiles (Castruccio et al. 2006). This was a real issue

with prior approximate MDTs, which uncertainties ac-

tually translate into incompatibilities between in situ

and satellite observations (P03; Castruccio et al. 2006).

In this work, to assess the compatibility between the

two assimilated sets of observations, i.e., the altimet-

ric SLA referenced with the GRACE MDT and the

TAO/TRITON temperature profiles, a first series of

short experiments has been conducted for the year 1993

using the assimilation system described earlier. One

reference experiment is the free run (EXP0). Three

Fig. 3 Absolute dynamic
topography (top panel, in
meters) and temperature
(bottom panel, in degrees
Celsius) RMSD for the year
1993 with respect to
observations over the
Tropical Pacific. Plots show
EXP0 (green), EXP1 (blue),
EXP2 (red), and EXP3
(black)
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experiments are conducted with DA, exactly with the

same protocol except for the data used. In experiment

EXP1, only altimetry observations are used. In ex-

periment EXP2, TAO/TRITON temperature profiles

are only used. In experiment EXP3, altimetric and

TAO/TRITON observations are jointly considered.

Figure 3 shows the changes in RMS difference

(RMSD) for the different simulations. A slight dete-

rioration may be observed in RMSD with respect to

the observed dynamic topography when going from

a altimetry alone assimilation (EXP1, in blue) to a

altimetry + TAO/TRITON assimilation (EXP3, in

black), increasing from 5.5 to 6.0 cm. As we saw pre-

viously, there are some residual differences between

the TAO/TRITON dynamic heights and the altimetric

measurements. It is therefore not surprising that the

joint assimilation of these two sets of data reveals

in a slight deterioration of results. The improvement,

however, is significant in relation to the free simula-

tion (green) and the simulation assimilating only the

TAO/TRITON observations (red), with a mean RMSD

with respect to the observed DT of 7.5 cm for both these

experiments. In brief, joint assimilation (EXP3) does

not significantly degrade the results on dynamic topog-

raphy data compared to pure dynamic topography data

assimilation (EXP1). A significant improvement may

also be noted in terms of RMSD with respect to the

TAO/TRITON data. The mean RMSD decreases from

1.32◦C for the free simulation to 1.15, 0.76, and 0.80◦C,

respectively, for experiments EXP1, EXP2, and EXP3.

In brief, joint assimilation (EXP3) does not degrade the

results on temperature data compared to pure temper-

ature data assimilation (EXP2).

Therefore, these preliminary results confirm the

good compatibility between altimetry and TAO/

TRITON in-situ temperature data assimilated in the

above conditions. They also represent a clear improve-

ment over the results of earlier studies not using an

observed MDT deduced from geodetic data, and in

particular, those of P03.

4 Hindcast experiment (1993–1998)

Two simulations were performed for the 1993–1998

period, a period encompassing the likely strongest El

Niño/La Niña event of the 20th century. The first sim-

ulation (FREE) is a free run without DA. The second

simulation (ASSIM) includes assimilation of altimetric

data referenced with the GRACE MDT and in situ

TAO/TRITON temperature profiles. The same initial

condition and the same forcing scheme are used. FREE

Fig. 4 Absolute dynamic
topography (top panel, in
meters) and temperature
(bottom panel, in degrees
Celsius) RMSD over the
1993–1998 period with
respect to assimilated
observations over the
Tropical Pacific. FREE
(green) and ASSIM (black)
are plotted
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(respectively ASSIM) is similar to experiment EXP0

(respectively EXP3) introduced previously except that

it extends over the 1993–1998 pluri-annual period.

4.1 Model–observation misfit

The RMSD between the assimilated data and both

FREE and ASSIM is shown in Fig. 4. The free simula-

tion error on the dynamic topography averages 8.1 cm

over the 6 years. The assimilation enables a reduction

of this error down to 6.3 cm on average over the

period 1993–1998. A slight increase may be noted in

the RMSD in FREE over the 6 years of simulation on

which several seasonal maximums are superimposed in

boreal winter. On the other hand, the RMSD is stable

for ASSIM, even if there is a slight increase during the

El Niño/La Niña period of 1997–1998.

Compared with the TAO/TRITON temperature

data, the mean RMSD decreases by 1.54◦C for FREE

and by 0.9◦C for ASSIM. The change in the RMSD

over the period 1993–1998 for the free simulation is

less obvious. The maximum values are also less marked,

though they are still present. In addition, they are well

correlated with the maximum values of the RMSD with

respect to the observed dynamic topography. A slight

increase in the RMSD may also be noted during the El

Niño/La Niña period.

Dynamic topography One of the aims of using an

observed MDT such as the GRACE MDT is to con-

trol the mean structure of the model together with its

variability. Figure 5 presents the maps of the MDT for

the period 1993–1998, as well as the standard devia-

tion of its variability, for the altimetric observations,

FREE and ASSIM. The MDT structures simulated

with ASSIM are in much better agreement with ob-

served MDT structures, particularly in the region of the

Central Southern Tropical Pacific, where the MDT is

more realistic and differs quite clearly from the FREE

MDT. The representation of the ridge associated with

the North Equatorial Counter Current (NECC) is also

significantly improved in ASSIM, with much steeper

meridional gradients, which is in agreement with the

Fig. 5 Mean dynamic topography (in meters, left) and standard deviation of the dynamic topography (in meters, right) for the 1993–
1998 period obtained from observations (top panels), from FREE (middle panels) and from ASSIM (bottom panels)
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observations. Still in the region of the ridge, around

10◦N, the ASSIM MDT shows small structures that

are not very realistic for an average based on a 6-year

period. This type of structure is absent both in the

observations and in FREE. We also saw in Section 3

that the largest errors between the dynamic height ob-

tained from TAO/TRITON moorings and the dynamic

topography observed by satellite are seen in this region.

We will come back to this point at the end of the

section.

With regard to observed variability, it is dominated

by the strong El-Niño of 1997, with a marked maximum

of variability centered on the equator in the east of

the basin. This maximum corresponds to the signature

of Kelvin waves (Dewitte et al. 2003) that deepen the

thermocline and propagate from west to east, thereby

contributing to the advection of the warm waters of the

Western Pacific towards the east of the basin during

the growing phase of the phenomenon. FREE also

provides a very satisfactory representation of sea level

Fig. 6 Section showing
standard deviation of
temperature in degrees
Celsius along the equator
during 1993–1998 period
obtained from
TAO/TRITON network
observations (top panel),
FREE (middle panel), and
ASSIM (bottom panel). The
black lines show isotherm
mean depths for each data set
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variability. The maximum of variability at the equator

is clearly present, even if it is a little underestimated.

ASSIM is able to efficiently strengthen this variability

maximum and to reposition it more in the centre of

the basin, which is more in agreement with the obser-

vations. In FREE, the maximum of variability at the

equator extends as far as the American coast, reflecting

an overestimation of seasonal variability in the “cold

tongue” region. This error is well corrected by assim-

ilation. Another positive point of assimilation is the

strengthening of variability in the east, at 10◦N, associ-

ated with strong Ekman pumping (Kessler 1990) in this

region. In the west, assimilation decreased the zonal

extension of the maximum of variability associated

with the propagation of Rossby waves along latitude

5◦N, which is in agreement with observations. Vari-

ability simulated with ASSIM in the Tropical South

Pacific is also generally more realistic, with a region

of very limited variability in the southeast and one of

more marked variability in the southwest. On the other

hand, a negative aspect of ASSIM is the exaggerated

variability at the equator in the west of the basin,

around longitude 160◦E.

Temperature Figure 6 shows the standard deviations

of the temperature field for a section at the equator.

The mean depths of the isotherms are superimposed.

Assimilation has a strong and beneficial impact on

the mean vertical structure and the variability of

the temperature field. Variability at the level of the

thermocline is strengthened in ASSIM, particularly

in the west of the basin. However, compared with

observations, it remains underestimated. This strength-

ening of variability in the temperature field is accom-

panied by a marked modification of the mean depth

of the isotherms. In FREE, the isotherms are system-

atically too deep (by about 20 m) compared with

observations. This error is well corrected with ASSIM.

It may be noted in particular that the 16◦C level at

the basis of the thermocline is significantly shoaled

in the east of the basin, in agreement with observations.

TAO FREE ASSIM

Fig. 7 Time-longitude diagram of 20◦C isotherm depth (ISO20) averaged between 2◦N and 2◦S based on the TAO/TRITON
observations (left panel), FREE (middle panel), and ASSIM (right panel). Superimposed on each panel is the 29◦C isotherm
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Depth of 20◦C isotherm The depth of the 20◦C

isotherm is a good proxy of the depth of the thermo-

cline in the Tropical Pacific. To appreciate the impact

of data assimilation on the depth of the thermocline

during the period 1993–1998, we plotted (Fig. 7) the

changes in the mean depth of the 20◦C isotherm aver-

aged between 2◦S and 2◦N for the observations of the

TAO/TRITON network (left) and for ASSIM (right)

and FREE (centre). The first thing that should be

pointed out is the quality of the free simulation. Most

of the structures are present. Thus, the signature of the

1994 El Niño on the depth of the 20◦C isotherm may

be noted, with a deepening of the thermocline in the

east of the basin. Also visible, and even more marked,

is the 1997 El Niño, which reflects in a flattening of

the thermocline over the whole width of the basin.

Finally, the signature of the two Kelvin waves that were

particularly intense at the beginning of the 1997–1998

El Niño (in January 1997 and again in February/March

of the same year) may also be noted. These two waves

Fig. 8 Mean zonal velocity
(in meters per second) at
15-meter depth according to
the Niiler (2001) climatology
(top panel) and the mean for
the 1993–1998 period
obtained from FREE (middle

panel) and from ASSIM
(bottom panel)
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probably played an important role in the onset of the

El Niño in 1997–1998 (Lengaigne et al. 2002), partic-

ularly the Kelvin wave generated following the anom-

alous westerly winds event (WWE) of February/March,

which displaced the warm pool eastward and efficiently

deepened the thermocline across the whole width of the

basin. The quality of the ERS + TAO/TRITON winds

is probably a significant factor of this good free model

ability. Data assimilation enables an even more realistic

simulation. The 20◦C isotherm is systematically too

deep in FREE (see also Fig. 6). This error is corrected

in ASSIM, likely thanks to TAO/TRITON data, which

allows readjusting the depth of the 20◦C isotherm to

the depth observed by the TAO/TRITON network.

Seasonal variability in the depth of the thermocline

is overestimated by FREE in the east of the basin.

The thermocline is too deep in summer/autumn when

the southeast trade winds are at their strongest and

equatorial upwelling, as a result, is most marked. This is

in agreement with the overestimation of the variability

in dynamic topography observed in Fig. 5. ASSIM ex-

hibits a more realistic level of variability in this region.

For 1998, when La Niña conditions were prevailing,

ASSIM is able to correct the depth of the thermocline,

as this is too deep in the free run, particularly in the

Central Pacific.

Fig. 9 Mean zonal velocity
profiles (in meters per
second) along the equator at
165◦E, 170◦W, 140◦W, and
110◦W, respectively, from left
to right and from top to
bottom. Each panel shows the
mean current for the
1993–1998 period obtained
from TAO/TRITON ADCP
(pink crosses), from FREE
(green line) and from ASSIM
(black line)
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4.2 Validation with independent data

Surface currents The examination of surface currents

is particularly revealing in the tropical regions where

currents become more sensitive to the meridional gra-

dients of the dynamic topography as the Coriolis force

disappears at the equator. The map of mean zonal

currents at 15 m depth for the observations, FREE,

and ASSIM are provided in Fig. 8. The observations

come from the surface current climatology proposed by

Niiler (2001). This climatology was obtained by satel-

lites following the path of SVP drifting buoys used

within the framework of the international WOCE pro-

gramme. ASSIM currents are much more realistic than

those obtained in FREE. The NECC has been sig-

nificantly intensified, which is in agreement with the

Niiler (2001) climatology. The South Equatorial Cur-

rent (SEC) is also more intense. The separation of the

SEC into two branches, north and south branches, can

be clearly observed in the centre of the Tropical Pacific,

contrary to FREE. This misrepresentation of the two

SEC branches is one of the known issues of the ORCA2

simulation (Lengaigne et al. 2003). On the other hand,

this separation is only poorly represented in ASSIM in

the extreme east of the basin, reflected in exaggerated

surface velocities at the equator. In the north, the North

Equatorial Current (NEC) reaches speeds of more than

20 cm s−1 which is still a little too weak compared with

the climatology deduced from the SVP drifting buoys

but nevertheless represents a clear improvement over

FREE. In the southern hemisphere, ASSIM provides

significantly more realistic surface currents with a South

Equatorial Counter Current (SECC) that remains well

confined to the west of the basin, beyond 180◦. The cur-

rents towards the east associated with the return branch

of the southern subtropical gyre are only present to the

south of 20◦S, as in the climatology.

Subsurface currents To quantify the impact of assim-

ilation on the zonal currents at depth, we evaluated

our simulation with the help of currents measured by

the ADCP fitted on certain TAO/TRITON moorings

along the equator (as indicated in Section 2). The

mean profiles of the zonal currents are calculated for

the period 1993–1998, and comparisons are made for

longitudes 165◦E, 170◦W, 140◦W, and 110◦W, these

being the only points fitted with ADCP sensors and

providing data in a virtually continuous manner over

the entire study period. First of all, it may be observed

in Fig. 9 that the vertical structure of the currents at the

equator is realistic, whether or not data are assimilated

in the free model. The intensity at the heart of the

Equatorial Under Current (EUC) simulated in free

mode is systematically a little underestimated. Data

assimilation helps limit this error. In particular, the start

of the EUC in the west of the basin is improved and

the velocities simulated with ASSIM are comparable

to in situ current observations. In the east, on the

other hand, for the 110◦W profile, assimilation has a

negative impact with a slight decrease in intensity at

the heart of the EUC, which was already too weak in

FREE. At this location, assimilation deteriorates of the

representation of the currents above the heart of the

EUC, with surface speeds towards the west that are

Fig. 10 Horizontal
distributions of XBT profiles
available for the 6 years of
the assimilation experiment.
Superimposed in red are the
three selected routes
corresponding to the
Tokyo–Auckland, San
Francisco–Auckland, and
Panama–Auckland maritime
lanes
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far greater than TAO/TRITON observations and even

greater than the free run velocities.

Expendable bathythermograph The expendable

bathythermograph (XBT) vertical temperature profiles

represent another useful and independent source of

information for validation. The data used here were

obtained through the site of the CORIOLIS project

(http://www.coriolis.eu.org). About 60,000 profiles are

available for the 1993–1998 period, covering our entire

study area. The position of these profiles is shown

in Fig. 10. XBT data have a very irregular spatial

FREE ASSIM

Fig. 11 Differences between the XBT mean temperature section
(in degrees Celsius) over the 1993–1998 period along the Western
(top panels), Central (middle panels) and Eastern (bottom panels)
Pacific lanes and the mean temperature section simulated in

FREE (left) and in ASSIM (right). The black lines correspond
to the mean depth of the 12–16–20–24 and 28◦C isotherms over
the 1993–1998 period obtained from XBT data
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and temporal coverage. To evaluate mean vertical

temperature sections that are really representative

of the mean situation in the Tropical Pacific, we

extracted three lanes that were particularly well

sampled (in red in Fig. 10), positioned, respectively,

in the Western Pacific (Tokyo-Auckland), the Central

Pacific (San Francisco-Auckland), and the Eastern

Pacific (Panama-Auckland).

The model equivalents of the three sections defined

in Fig. 10 were obtained from FREE and ASSIM out-

puts. Figure 11 shows the difference in mean tempera-

ture along each of the lanes over the period 1993–1998.

The depth of the isotherms of the mean temperature

field observed by the XBTs is superimposed.

The errors with respect to the three mean temper-

ature sections are significantly reduced, particularly at

the thermocline in the equatorial wave guide where the

errors of FREE locally exceed 5◦C. This confirms that

ASSIM is able to largely correct the error on the mean

position of the thermocline. Another interesting obser-

vation is that errors with respect to these independent

observations were reduced even outside the region con-

trolled by TAO/TRITON data. In this outside region,

however, the error reduction is less pronounced than in

the equatorial wave guide where the joint assimilation

is effective. This last point illustrates the benefit of

a multiple data set assimilation with regards to pure

altimetric data assimilation.

Along the Central Pacific lane, ASSIM reveals a

patch of fairly marked errors at depth, below the 12◦C

isotherm. This patch is localized around 10◦N. If we

go back to Fig. 10, it may be seen that this point cor-

responds to longitude 140◦W, or close to one of the

moorings in the TAO/TRITON network (9◦N-140◦W).

Once again, a specific issue is seen in the 10◦N area.

4.3 A GRACE MDT deficiency at around 10◦N?

Then, specific problems arise around 10◦N in a region

of steep meridional MDT gradients associated with the

ridge of the NECC. It is also in this region that we

had observed the greatest residual errors between the

DT and the TAO/TRITON mooring dynamic heights.

This led us to suspect a problem of compatibility in this

region between the altimetric signal and in-situ data. To

better identify the type and distribution of the errors

on the simulated MDTs, we calculated the difference

between the GRACE MDT on the one hand and the

MDTs of FREE and ASSIM on the other. Figure 12

shows the difference maps, on which the locations of

Fig. 12 Differences (in
meters) between the GRACE
MDT and, respectively, the
FREE MDT (top panel) and
the ASSIM MDT (bottom

panel) for the 1993–1998
period. TAO moorings are
located at crosses
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TAO/TRITON moorings are marked by crosses. It

may be noted firstly that DA enabled a considerable

reduction in the errors over the study area with respect

to the GRACE MDT. The RMSD over the entire area

was reduced from 4.5 cm for FREE to only 3.1 cm

for ASSIM. However, Fig. 12 reveals patches of error

around certain moorings along 8◦N longitude. These

patches explain the somewhat speckled look of the

ASSIM MDT (cf. Fig. 5). The fact that they are system-

atically located along the vertical of a TAO/TRITON

mooring is the signature of a difference of mean state

between the altimetric data and the TAO/TRITON in

situ profiles. This difference of mean state between the

two sets of assimilated data is also illustrated in Fig. 13,

which shows two sections of the GRACE, FREE,

and ASSIM MDTs. We used section 140◦W, a sec-

tion sampled by the TAO/TRITON network, and sec-

tion 145◦W, located between the two TAO/TRITON

Fig. 13 MDT sections (in meters) for the 1993–1998 period
along 145◦W (top) and 140◦W (bottom): FREE (green line),
ASSIM (black line), and GRACE MDT (black dashed line). The
pink triangles for the section along 145◦W represent the mean
TAO/TRITON dynamic height for the same time period

sections. For section 140◦W, the mean dynamic heights

calculated from TAO/TRITON in situ temperature ob-

servations are plotted using pink triangles. The refer-

ence level for the dynamic heights is somewhat arbi-

trary, so that the difference in absolute level is not

relevant. However, the dynamic heights provide us

with an in situ observation of the meridional gradi-

ents of the sea level. Figure 13 clearly shows that the

TAO/TRITON dynamic heights are in agreement with

the GRACE MDT, except in the region of the ridge

associated with the NECC at 9◦N. A likely explanation

is that the lack of spatial resolution of the GRACE

MDT (333 km) prevents the steep meridional gradients

in this region from being faithfully represented. In brief,

our results are contaminated by MDT errors leading to

a bias in the altimetric observations in the region of

the ridge associated with the NECC (around 9◦N), a

bias here unveiled by the joint data assimilation of the

TAO/TRITON temperature profiles.

At this stage, one could have thought of a possi-

ble methodological strategy to solve the issue (e.g.,

adaptation of the assimilation protocol to account for

the specific observation error structure by modifying

the Ri matrix accordingly). On the other hand, the

assimilation process is revealing of an observational

deficiency that is useful for further data processing: a

direction is given here for a further geoid refinement

and improvement that we considered of interest per se.

5 Summary and conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a 6-year hindcast

experiment covering the period 1993–1998 and jointly

assimilating absolute dynamic topography and in situ

temperature profiles into a primitive equation model

of the Tropical Pacific. The aim of this study was to

implement and analyze over a long pluri-annual period

the impact on the simulated dynamics of the Tropical

Pacific of this joint assimilation, knowing that absolute

DT data set is built using the GRACE satellite geoid as

reference.

Although altimetric data and in-situ temperature

profiles are extremely complementary, their joint as-

similation may be affected by a problem of data com-

patibility. Given the precision of our knowledge about

the MDT, albeit contaminated by errors on the geoid,

“disagreement” may exist between the information

provided by altimetric observations and that provided

by the in situ observations of the TAO/TRITON moor-

ings. This disagreement may prove to be a problem,

as demonstrated by P03. This paper confirms that the

use of an adequate absolute DT made it possible to
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considerably limit this disagreement and thus provide

an appropriate reply to the problems raised by P03.

It is now possible to really benefit from the com-

plementarity that exists between altimetric data, which

provide us with a high-resolution, high-precision, and

quasisynoptic vision of the ocean surface, and in situ

data, which, although rarer, are complementary to al-

timetric data and are alone capable of providing mea-

surements of the vertical structure.

Apart from a specific region at around 10◦N where

the GRACE MDT is likely and unappropriately too

smoothed, the assimilation system set up proved to

be very effective. Data assimilation enabled the sim-

ulated mean dynamic topography to be made signifi-

cantly more realistic. The variability of the simulated

dynamic topography with data assimilation is also in

better agreement with the variability observed by the

altimetric satellites. This more faithful representation

of the mean dynamic topography of the ocean permits

more realistic surface currents, particularly the NEC

and the NECC, which were considerably intensified by

data assimilation. This intensification is in agreement

with the surface current climatology deduced from the

SVP drifting buoys proposed by Niiler (2001). Along

the vertical, the zonal currents are generally closer to

the currents measured by the TAO/TRITON moorings

fitted with ADCP sensors along the equator. In par-

ticular, the more intensive start up of the EUC in the

west of the basin is more realistic. As for temperature,

the joint assimilation helped to correctly reposition the

thermocline, which was too deep in the free simulation.

This improved representation of thermocline depth is

confirmed when the simulation with data assimilation

is compared with mean temperature sections calculated

from independent XBT data.

A 4D view of the ocean dynamic governing this

region is available for the 6-year time period and may

be pursued longer. In any case, it provides a useful

oceanic database for physical interpretations of the dy-

namics governing interannual variability in the Tropical

Pacific region. For example, some studies are under-

way using this experiment to analyze the near-annual

mode (Dewitte et al. 2007), a relatively fast mode of

variability with a time periodicity of about 8–18 months

superimposed on the slow cycles dominated by El Niño

events, and to investigate integrated quantities such as

the warm water volume (i.e., water with temperatures

greater than 20◦C), which is intrinsically related to

the dynamics of the El Niño-southern oscillation cycle

(Meinen and McPhaden 2000).

The 10◦N region is the only region where joint assim-

ilation still poses a few problems. It seems reasonable to

hope that the latest MDTs calculated from the EIGEN4

geoid model based on a little more than 2 years of

GRACE data will enable a solution to this problem.

With the dedicated gravimetric satellites, altimetry

has finally entered a new era. Oceanographers will

now be able to fully exploit altimetric signals and to

extract the absolute dynamic topography of the ocean

rather than just the variable part of the signals. This

is already the case for medium and large scales and,

with the forthcoming launch of the GOCE mission, will

soon be the case for scales down to 100 km. In the

context of DA, the use of such an absolute dynamic

topography signal opens up numerous perspectives for

the development of effective systems based on multiple

observation data varying in both nature and spatial or

temporal distribution. This latter point is a crucial issue

for future operational systems from the point of view

not only of understanding the ocean system but also of

forecasting its evolution over different time scales.
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